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Abstract: Protein structure prediction is considered a main challenge in computational biology. The biannual 
international competition, Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP), has shown in its eleventh 
experiment that free modelling target predictions are still beyond reliable accuracy, therefore, much effort should be 
made to improve ab initio methods. Arguably, Rosetta is considered as the most competitive method when it comes to 
targets with no homologues. Relying on fragments of length 9 and 3 from known structures, Rosetta creates putative 
structures by assembling candidate fragments. Generally, the structure with the lowest energy score, also known as first 
model, is chosen to be the “predicted one”.  
A thorough study has been conducted on the role and diversity of 3-mers involved in Rosetta’s model “refinement” 
phase. Usage of the standard number of 3-mers – i.e. 200 – has been shown to degrade alpha and alpha-beta protein 
conformations initially achieved by assembling 9-mers. Therefore, a new prediction pipeline is proposed for Rosetta 
where the “refinement” phase is customised according to a target’s structural class prediction. Over 8% improvement in 
terms of first model structure accuracy is reported for alpha and alpha-beta classes when decreasing the number of 3-
mers. 
Keywords: Rosetta; ab initio protein structure prediction; fragment-based protein structure prediction; CATH; protein structural 
class; 9-mers; 3-mers. 
1. INTRODUCTION  
From a drug design perspective, determination of a protein’s native structure represents a crucial step since it 
allows gaining important insights of molecular mechanisms involved in many diseases [1].  Despite the 
advancements achieved in both wet laboratories and computational techniques, protein structure determination still 
faces many challenges. Bioinformatics is usually considered as “the last chance” when neither X-ray crystallography 
nor nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) can be used due to time, cost or/and experimental constraints. Whereas 
performing protein folding simulation conforming to Newton’s second law may appear as an attractive approach, it 
is only practical when applied on very small targets while using state-of-the-art supercomputers and grid computing 
[2] [3]. Consequently, many current computational methods rely on Monte Carlo simulations and heuristic search 
techniques besides reduction of amino acids and energy functions’ representations [4] [5].  
In order to assess fairly accuracy and advancements in the field of computational techniques for protein 
structure prediction (PSP), the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP) was launched in 1994 [6]. 
Every two years, a set of protein sequences are released gradually across a couple of months during which research 
groups from around the world attempt to predict their 3D structures by submitting putative models (up to 5 per 
target). Once a target’s submission deadline has passed, determination of its native structure is conducted in vitro. If 
successful, a thorough evaluation is performed on the submitted models. Targets released by CASP have usually 
been classified into two categories: Free modelling (FM) and template-based modelling (TBM). Whereas the TBM 
category comprises “easy targets” for which structures of homologous proteins have already been deposited in the 
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protein data bank (PDB) [7], FM targets represent the greatest challenge in the competition since only groups that 
rely on ab initio methods can contribute. Due to the complexity of the task, any minor improvement regarding 
accuracy of FM targets amongst competing groups is considered worthwhile. Note that in the ongoing CASP12 
experiments, FM and TBM terms have been replaced by “high accuracy models” and “topology” respectively. 
Whilst homology modelling methods perform well on template-based targets, they cannot deal with FM ones. On 
the other hand, although ab initio approaches that mimic Anfinsen’s principle (also known as physics-based 
modelling) [8][9][10] by looking for the conformation of lowest possible energy score produce predictions of 
increasing accuracy, their expensive running time has limited usage to around 50 amino acid length [11]. As an 
alternative, “coarse grained” ab initio protein structure predictors, also called fragment-based, have been developed. 
Methods such as FRAGFOLD [12], Rosetta [13], I-TASSER [14], and QUARK [15] have demonstrated the strength 
of such approach. Regardless of the fragments’ length used by those methods, their popularity is supported by three 
main points: (1) since the “smallest element” considered in computation is a set of amino acids instead of a single 
one, entropy in conformational search space is decreased in a dramatic way, (2) short sub-sequences converge 
towards a relatively limited number of sub-structures and (3) usage of Monte Carlo simulations instead of Molecular 
Dynamics ones has allowed making those methods much faster than pure ab initio ones. Nevertheless, fragment-
based methods continue to fail reaching reasonable accuracy for many CASP’s targets, which has motivated further 
improvements, amendments and tuning [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]. 
Performance at various CASP events has led to the conclusion that, currently, Rosetta may be considered as the 
most competitive method in the FM target category [24] [25] [26] [27]: its capability to produce new folds has been 
clearly demonstrated [28] [29] [30]. This may be explained by the fact that, unlike FRAGFOLD, I-TASSER and 
QUARK which use relatively long fragments, Rosetta conforms to the original study of fragment assembly PSP 
conducted by Bowie and Eisenberg by taking into consideration short fragments [31]. Adding to its popularity, 
Rosetta offers a complete and open-source software suite for PSP which allows integrating refinements and 
parameter optimisation.  
Rosetta, developed at the University of Washington at Seattle, relies on an energy function that combines 
physics-based and knowledge-based terms [32]. Selection of fragments depends on several criteria that constitute a 
weighted-function score.  Besides sequence similarity, sequence profile, and Ramachandran map propensities, 
secondary structure predictions taken from three resources represent a crucial factor [33]. In order to generate a 
conformation’s backbone along with its side chain centroids, Rosetta operates in two main steps: first, 9-mer 
fragments are inserted within the initial fully extended conformation; second, insertions of 3-mer fragments are used 
to refine the structure previously generated. 9-mers and 3-mers are protein fragments extracted for each amino acid - 
except for the protein C-terminus - of the protein of interest from a template database according to some similarity 
criteria. Note that Rosetta keeps fragments rigid during simulation [34]. Eventually, Rosetta converts the coarse-
grained conformation into an all-atom representation by adding all missing atoms using knowledge-based 
information extracted from known structures [35]. 
This work, first, presents a thorough study on the effects of the selection of 3-mers on the quality of 
conformations generated by Rosetta and, second, introduces a new pipeline for Rosetta protein structure prediction 
dedicated to alpha and alpha beta proteins. The proposed approach relies on a limitation of 3-mer fragment diversity 
so that conformations generated during the 9-mer phase can be refined in more depth than with the standard Rosetta 
settings. Following a description of the evaluation framework, this paper justifies both theoretically and 
experimentally the principles of the proposed method. Then, a variety of experiments are conducted to validate them 
and results are discussed in light of other relevant studies.  
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Data sets and evaluation framework. 
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The evaluation dataset covers the three main protein structural classes, i.e. mainly alpha, mainly beta and 
alpha beta [36]. It comprises 33 targets the length of which ranges from 33 to 141 amino acids. They were selected 
from models of the Free Modelling and Template-Based Modelling categories assessed during CASP8, 9, 10, 11 and 
CASP ROLL. In order not to take advantage of any homology, all homologues, defined by an E-value lower than 
0.05 on PSI-BLAST [37], were removed from Rosetta’s fragment libraries. This typical threshold is used to evaluate 
Rosetta’s ability to infer new folds, which is its raison d’être [35]. Since targets are taken from CASP, the formal 
evaluation metric used in that worldwide and community-wide competition is adopted, i.e. Global Distance Test – 
Total Score (GDT-TS) (GDT in the text) [38].  
The assessment framework is based on the first model, i.e. the structure with the lowest energy amongst 
20,000 decoys, sample which is considered to be high enough so that meaningful conclusions could be drawn [35]. 
Not only does such an evaluation comply with CASP’s formal ranking of competitive groups in the Tertiary 
Structure category, but it is also directly relevant to life scientists. Moreover, correlation between best model and 
first model is calculated to evaluate aspects of the energy-structure correlation across different experiments. 
2.2 Principles 
Rosetta’s first phase with its 28,000 9-mer insertions is considered the essential part of the process since it 
builds the general shape or fold of the structure guided by secondary structure predictions. Those insertions are 
divided into several sub-phases where terms of energy functions are increasingly added to tighten the acceptance 
criterion of a fragment replacement. 9-mer insertions can be seen as relatively coarse scale as each insertion may 
change dramatically the structure being built. Although this allows escaping local minima, this coarse modelling 
phase is unlikely to reach a near-native conformation.  
As a consequence, Rosetta includes a 3-mer phase to improve that initial conformation by performing 8,000 
additional insertions. Although the 3-mer insertion phase is generally seen as structure refinement, the fact that 
Rosetta uses by default 200 fragments means that they can be quite diverse and insertions may in occasion lead to 
dramatic structural corrections. Whereas those corrections are certainly beneficial to conformations which failed to 
adopt the correct fold during the first phase, they may be detrimental to those which only needed some fine tuning. 
In this work, it is proposed to investigate and exploit that hypothesis by adapting the number of 3-mer fragments 
according to the perceived structural complexity of the protein target.  
First, ‘correction’ abilities of the 200 3-mer fragments are demonstrated by generating 20,000 decoys using 
Rosetta without the initial 9-mer insertion phase. Although, as expected, performance is generally below that of the 
standard 2-phase Rosetta (-21.8% in terms of GDT of the model with the lowest energy, or first model), 3-mer only 
Rosetta was still able to generate a better first model in 9 out of the 33 tested targets, see Figure 1. This experiment 
clearly demonstrates that usage of 200 3-mer fragments goes well beyond refinement, but has some abilities of 
conformation generation. Figure 2 illustrates this where 3-mer only insertions are able to generate a good quality 
first model (74.7 GDT) for a target of length 94. Structures are visualised using PyMol [39]. 
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Figure 1: First Model’s GDT out of 20,000 decoys 
 
 
Figure 2: Structures of the native model (PDB ID: 4FM3) and first model’s conformation using 3-mer only Rosetta  
Second, a previous study has shown that performance of standard Rosetta depends on the structural class of 
a protein target [23]. Such classes may be annotated using CATH (Class, Architecture, Topology and Homology) 
[36], a hierarchical database for classifying and annotating proteins (mainly domains) in terms of their structures and 
functions. The top level, or structural class, is primarily based on a protein’s secondary structure content. The three 
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main classes in CATH are mainly alpha, mainly beta and alpha beta. As experimental results generated for proteins 
belonging to the three main CATH classes show, see Table 1, alpha and alpha-beta protein conformations are better 
predicted than mainly beta proteins.  
Table 1: Results of a thorough study on 67 targets [23] 
 Number of 
targets 
Average of the first 
model’s GDT for standard 
Rosetta 
Average of the first 
model’s  GDT for 
CATH-based Rosetta 
[Ab15] 
Improvements 
Mainly Alpha 16 39.5 46.5 17.7% 
Mainly Beta 18 23.4 25.7 9.6% 
Alpha Beta 33 27.4 31.5 15.0% 
 
Moreover, class prediction using the sequence alone is highly accurate as some methods were able show 
accuracy exceeding 90% [40]. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix of the results of comparing the correct annotation 
versus the predicted ones using MODAS (MODular Approach to Structural class prediction); a free web-based piece 
of software that can generate results in seconds [41]. On this specific dataset, a prediction accuracy of 80.6% is 
achieved. Furthermore, CATH-based Rosetta [23] has shown that exploiting that information leads to better model 
predictions: GDT increased by over 10%, especially for proteins classified in alpha and alpha-beta classes, see Table 
1. 
Table 2: Confusion matrix showing CATH classes versus MODAS predicted ones [23] 
Predicted A AB B Other 
A (16) 15 1 0 0 
AB (33) 2 25 3 3 
B (18) 0 4 14 0 
 
In view of those experimental results, it is proposed to adapt Rosetta’s 3-mer phase according to a target’s 
structural class. Since structure prediction of proteins belonging to alpha and alpha-beta structural classes is more 
accurate, one may infer that the ‘correction’ behaviour of the 3-mer phase is less needed whereas additional 
refinement could lead to the generation of better models. Here, it is demonstrated this behaviour can be achieved by 
reducing 3-mer diversity. Figure 3 show a new processing pipeline describing optimisation of Rosetta’s 3-mer phase 
according to a target’s predicted structural class.  
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Figure 3: New pipeline for optimisation of Rosetta for mainly-alpha and alpha-beta protein structure predictions  
2.3 Experimental setup 
For each target, three experiments were conducted using 200 (denoted later on as “Standard”), 100 and 25 
3-mers, where reduction of 3-mers is performed by excluding the most diverse fragments. For each of them, 20,000 
decoys were generated. CATH annotations, when available, were used to allocate a structural class to each target. 
However, whenever a protein did not have any formal CATH annotation in the PDB, CATH’s standard thresholds of 
15% helix and 10% strand [42] were used to infer structural classification. 
3. RESULTS 
As Figure 4 shows, 14 out of the 23 targets belonging to the alpha and alpha-beta structural classes 
achieved a higher first model’s GDT when the number of 3-mer fragments was reduced to 100. Moreover, GDT 
scores were higher on average by 8.7%. However, when all 33 targets are considered, this reduction of the number 
of 3-mers does not affect performance significantly, +0.4%, since the GDT scores of mainly beta targets fell in 
average by 18.0%. Those results confirm that removal of ‘correction’ fragments improves predictions of alpha and 
alpha-beta structures, while degrades the generation of beta structures, see Table 3. Additional experiment, where 
the number of 3-mers was further decreased to 25, reveals that such a dramatic reduction of 3-mer diversity leads to 
poorer performance when all targets are considered. That outcome is in line with the results of the comprehensive 
study on fragments conducted by Zhang and Xu, I-TASSER’s pioneers, where they showed that at least a set of 100 
fragments is needed for each amino acid position to achieve a native-like conformation [43]. However, when only 
alpha and alpha-beta’s targets are considered, usage of 25 3-mers delivers still slightly better performance than the 
standard approach (note that Rosetta uses an additional 25 9-mers in the first phase of the prediction process). Table 
3 displays a summary of this first model study.  
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  Figure 4: GDT of standard predictions versus predictions using 100 3-mer fragments only 
Table 3: Comparison of first model’s quality according to 3-mer reduction strategy with standard approach  
Average GDT change of First Models compared to standard approach  
 All three classes Mainly alpha Mainly beta Alpha beta Mainly alpha and 
alpha beta classes only  
100 3-
mers 
+0.4% +11.4% -18.0% +6.4% +8.7% 
25 3-
mers 
-4.8% +3.3% -27.8% +1.5% +2.4% 
 
A pictorial evidence showing the accuracy of 100 3-mers for alpha targets over standard’s is displayed in 
Figure 5: except for the N and C-terminus coil regions the conformations of which are predicted incorrectly, the 
structure of the first model generated using 100 3-mers is very close to the native one in terms of fold and alpha 
helix topology; on the other hand the standard first model is much less accurate due to the incorrect orientation of 
the third alpha helix. 
 
Figure 5: Structures of 100 3-mer approach’s first model (GDT = 64.5), native (PDB ID: 2LY9) and standard 
approach’s first model (GDT = 44.5) of that 74 amino acid protein, respectively.  
The evaluation of the structure-energy correlation amongst the three experiments is performed by 
calculating the percentage of the best model’s GDT achieved by the first model’s. As shown in Table 5, for the 
mainly alpha and alpha beta classes, the 100 3-mer approach delivers first models which are significantly closer to 
the best model, +8.0%, than the standard approach.  
Table 5: Comparison of structure-energy correlation in terms of GDT. 
Average of percentage of the best model’s GDT achieved by the first model’s 
 All three classes Mainly alpha and alpha beta classes only 
Standard 62.2% 60.7% 
100 3-mers 62.3% 65.7% 
25 3-mers 59.0% 61.9% 
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4. DISCUSSIONS 
Although Rosetta generates all-atom models, it relies on moderate coarse-grained protein modelling, where 
each amino acid is represented using C-alpha, C-Beta and side chain’s centroid. As a consequence, the energy 
landscape that Rosetta explores is expected to be quite smooth as illustrated in Figure 6 [44].  
 
Figure 6: Energy landscape of all-atom versus coarse-grained protein modelling. Taken from: Kmiecik, S.; Gront, 
D.; Kolinski, M.; Wieteska, L.; Dawid, A.E.; Kolinski, A. Coarse-Grained Protein Models and Their Applications. 
Chemical Reviews, 2016, 116, 7898–7936, http://pubs.acs.org/doi/full/10.1021/acs.chemrev.6b00163 (with 
permission) 
When the 9-mer insertions phase is performed, the energy landscape is explored through relatively “big 
jumps” corresponding to 9-mer substitutions. Consequently, local minimum of a given funnel (position A in Figure 
7-a) may not be reached leading to a locally suboptimal conformation (position B in Figure 7-a). Then, during the 3-
mer insertion phase, the dual role of correction and refinement is played. Whereas refinement allows moving a 
conformation deeper in the current funnel, correction permits investigating neighbouring funnels. On one hand, the 
more diverse the 3-mer library (e.g. 200), the larger and the farther the set of explored funnels is likely to be. On the 
other hand, less diversity (e.g. 100) is likely to reduce the size of the searched space allowing deeper exploration of 
the initially selected funnel (Figure 7-b).  
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Figure 7: (a) Positions A and B illustrate the energy levels of the conformations resulting from the 3-mer and 9-mer 
insertion phases respectively. (b) The black circle represents the funnel which contains the conformation produced 
by the 9-mer insertion phase. Blue ellipses represent funnels that contain structures with good accuracy, whereas 
green and purple ones have worse accuracy. The inner, respectively outer, dashed contour denotes the limit of the 
search space created by less, respectively more, diverse 3-mer insertions. 
This suggests that, when dealing with the easier targets, i.e. from alpha and alpha-beta classes, the 9-mer 
insertion phase tends to succeed in identifying a funnel close to the native area. As a consequence, usage of 3-mers 
with relatively low diversity, e.g. 100 fragments, is beneficial allowing exploration of that zone more in depth and 
eventually producing a more optimal conformation. Alternatively, for the harder targets, i.e. from the beta class, 
where the 9-mer insertion phase is less likely to have generated a conformation close to the native one, keeping a 
larger search space by using quite diverse fragments, e.g. 200, increases the probability of converging towards an 
acceptable conformation.  
Usage of a reduced set of 3-mers for the easier targets is further supported by studies which demonstrated 
that native and native-like structures are likely to be found in the largest cluster/ broader funnel of decoys [45] [46], 
see figure 8. Those observations have resulted in development of quality assessment prediction techniques, known 
as decoy clustering [47], to identify the “best model” produced by ab initio methods that, like Rosetta, generate a 
large number of candidate structures known as decoys. Their strategy relies on, first, clustering those decoys 
according to some threshold similarity threshold, typically 3 to 4 Å, and, second, selecting the conformation with the 
lowest energy score from the largest cluster.  
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Figure 8: Hypothetical folding energy landscape. The solid and dashed lines represent the “real” energy and force 
field scores respectively (y axis) according to a generalised structure coordinate. This shows clearly that the broader 
funnel is the one that comprises the “best candidates” as they neighbour the native one.  Taken from: Shortle, D.; 
Simons, K.T.; Baker, D. Clustering of low-energy conformations near the native structures of small proteins. Proc. 
Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. A., 1998, 95, 11158–11162. Copyright (1998) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A. (with 
permission).  
CONCLUSION 
 This paper has presented a comprehensive study on the importance, role and effects of the fragments of size 
3 in Rosetta protein structure prediction for the three main structural classes. Usage of the standard number of 3-
mers for each position – i.e. 200 – has been shown to degrade alpha and alpha-beta protein conformations initially 
achieved by assembling 9-mers. Owing to the high accuracy of structural class prediction from sequence, a new 
Rosetta’s pipeline dedicated to alpha and alpha beta proteins has been proposed where 3-mer diversity is reduced. 
Experimental results has confirmed that a smaller number, namely 100, of less diverse 3-mers is more appropriate 
when predicting alpha and alpha-beta targets since it allows Rosetta focusing on the refinement of the initially 
generated conformations. In addition to produce better quality “first models”, those models delivered by the 
proposed pipeline prove to be significantly closer to the actual “best model”, which is directly relevant to life 
scientists. 
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